
 
 

    HOLIDAY HOMEWORK  

CLASS - II 

ENGLISH: 

1.Read L- 3 and 4 and learn new words given below. 

2. Learn and write compositions given below in the notebook. (Cursive handwriting) 

My School 

I am a student of Sacred Heart Convent School. It is a big school. It has a huge building with many rooms, two 

playgrounds and a library. It has 90 loving and able teachers. The Principal is a true teacher, full of intelligence. Our 

school organises tours, matches and other activities. I am proud of my school. I shall bring a  good name to it. 

Independence Day 

Independence Day is the national festival of India. It is celebrated on 15th August every year. On this                           

day, India got freedom from the British rule in 1947. On this day, the Prime Minister of India hoists the national flag at 

the Red Fort in New Delhi. On this day, we remember those people who gave their lives for the freedom. We pay 

tribute to the freedom fighters. Various cultural functions are organized. I feel proud to be an Indian. 

New Words         (Lesson – 3,4,5) 

1.   flowers  2. signboard  3.however 4. whenever  5.garden  

6.   basket  7. suddenly  8. fairy  9 touching  10. happened 

11. voice  12. colourful  13. because 14. pretty  15. remember 

16. grandma 17. huge  18.whom 19. monkey  20.together 

21. carry  22. yummy  23. halwa 24. seeds  25.jungle 

26.  summer 27. berries  28. bucket 29.further  30. exchange 

31. matter  32. schoolbooks 33. glad  34.beautiful  35. goodbye 

26. golden  37. magic  38. heart 39. clothes  40. empty 

MATHS 

1. Learn tables 0-6 

2. Practice addition and subtraction (orally). 

 

 



 
 

EVS 

1. Read L- 6, 7 and 8 thoroughly. 

2. Write a few sentences on each of your family member.(in EVS notebook) 

HINDI 

1. Learn poems from book L-15,17 and 19 

2. Learn story “Sher aur Chuha” from syllabus booklet. 

PUNJABI 

1. Learn story -1 from syllabus booklet and poem L-5 from book. 

2. Learn rules of bindi , tippi and adhak from given sheet. 

 


